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Introduction
Plump ass is one thing, ass that expands beyond forty inches is a whole different category of sexy!
Check out some fly honeys with 40 Inch Plus phat asses. When these locomotives chug into your
bedroom, it's the caboose you better keep your eyes on if you want to avoid being run over by their love
train.

Adult Review
It's rare to find a smut site that makes use of a tape measure to decide which girls are worth filming and which ladies need to
leave. 40 Inch Plus measures the buns of every babe who wants to perform and if she doesn't measure up to be more than
forty inches around the ass she gets told to come back after a few more servings of rice and beans!
  
  A lot of you may assume that a site like this is all about the ass fucking and surprisingly that is not the case. This is a site
that focuses on the sexy butts of beautiful bitches and makes them available for anyone who likes the way they wiggle and
jiggle. It includes very little in the way of butt-fucking. If nice booty is your thing and anal sex is not then this website is
exactly what you have been looking for.
  
  40 Inch Plus contains 63 exclusive videos in its archive and continues to update at least one time every week. The video
quality is excellent and the girls performing are fucking hot! If big sexy ass gets you going we strongly suggest you take the
tour because it is accurate and it does a great job of giving you a look at the kind of backsides you will be able to download
once you get inside.
  
  As a part of the Reality Kings network, your membership gets you full access to all the other included sites listed on the
right side of this page. That works out to over 1,000 episodes to keep your eyes and your dick happy. 
  
  Even better, the site lets members download episodes as large DvD quality (720x480) one click downloads, broadband
enhanced segments or dial-up friendly one minute clips.Every episode also comes with a full set of high-res pics (800x600)
and the network has plenty of bonus features for you as well.
  
  Multiple formats are supported and you can even watch the scenes online as streaming video if you don't want to download
any evidence of smut onto your own hard drive.
  
  40 Inch Plus updates weekly and the other sites on the network do as well, the schedule is staggered so that a couple sites
update each day of the week and your dick always has something new to do.
  
  The site normally runs $24.95 for full monthly access, but The Tongue has worked out a special deal to get a discount for all
of our TasteBuds! By signing up through the button for a Free Preview of 40 Inch Plus on this review, you can get the exact
same full access membership on their site for only $17.95 a month! 
  
  If you want to grab some ass tonight from this site, be sure to sign-up through this review - it saves you some money to do it
that way.

Porn Summary
When The Tongue first found this site we tried to total-up all the inches of ass these models offer when you add them all
together.  Unfortunately, on 40 Inch Plus that number got too big for us to calculate! Suffice to say, this site contains a whole
LOT of ass...

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Every Ass On This Website is At Least 40 Inches Around!'
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Quality: 86  Updates: 88 Exclusive: 87 Interface: 87
Support: 89 Unique: 80    Taste: 86        Final: 86

Porn Sites Included
In The VIP (91) ,Money Talks (91) ,8th Street Latinas (88) ,MILF Next Door (87) ,MILF Hunter (86) ,Big Naturals (85) ,Cum
Fiesta (84) ,Captain Stabbin (83) ,First Time Auditions (83) ,Mike In Brazil (82) ,Mikes Apartment (82) ,Real Orgasms (81) ,
Flower Tucci (78) ,We Live Together (Preview) ,Round And Brown (Preview) ,Big Tits Boss (Preview) ,Euro Sex Parties
(Preview) ,Pure 18 (Preview) ,Monster Curves (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Big Cocks, Discount Porn, Exclusive, Hardcore, PornStars, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $17.95 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 63
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